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In this paper we study the large time behavior of positive solutions of the heat 
equation under the nonlinear boundary condition au/&I =J(u), where n is the out- 
ward normal andfis nondecreasing withf(u) > 0 for u > 0. We show that if D = B, 
and l/‘is integrable at infinity there is finite time blow up for any initial datum. In 
the two dimensional case we show that this is true for any smooth simply connected 
domain. In the radially symmetric case iffo C* is convex and satisfies the properties 
above we show that blow up occurs only at the boundary. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the global behavior of positive solutions to 
the following problem. Given 52cR” with smooth boundary, lind 
UE C(Q x [0, T)) such that there exists au/art, the derivative of u in the 
direction of the outward normal, q, on &2 x (0, T) and satisfies 
(uf-Au=0 in Sz x (0, T) = QT 
1 $=fW 
on aax(o, 7-)=S, (0.1) 
c 4x3 0) = uo(x) in Sz. 
Here f is continuous in R, f(u) > 0 for u > 0 and u,, 2 0 in 52. 
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This work has been motivated by the following result by Levine and 
Payne (see [S]). Letf(u) = Iu(’ +Or h(u) where a > 0 and h is nondecreasing. 
Let u be the classical solution of (0.1). Let u0 satisfy 
s s 
uo(x) 
dR o fw~~~~~fJIw2. (0.2) 
There exists To > 0 such that Td To and if T= T,,, lim suptr To 
IIU(~? N.y,)= + co* 
We place the following questions. Is condition (0.2) necessary in order to 
get this blow up result? Also, is the structure condition on f necessary? 
There is yet another question. Where does blow up occur? Is it true that 
u(x, t) stays bounded as t f T for any x E Sz? We place this last question 
taking into account a result by Weissler (see [7]) for the semilinear equa- 
tion with zero Dirichlet boundary condition which essentially states, in the 
radially symmetric case, that if u0 is radially decreasing blow up occurs 
only at the origin. In the case of problem (0.1) in which the nonlinearity 
appears only at the boundary it appears reasonable to expect that blow up 
occurs only at the boundary. 
In fact in Section II we prove that this is the case if Q = B(0, R), u is 
radially symmetric, and f is nondecreasing with l/f integrable at infinity. 
Under these conditions on f we prove in Section III that blow up occurs 
in the ball for any nonnegative initial datum u,, (not necessarily radial). We 
show that this is also true when we replace Au by a(x) Au and au/h by 
B(x)&/& as long as a(x) < a < cc and /I(x) > /? > 0. We deduce via confor- 
ma1 mappings that blow up occurs on smooth bounded simply connected 
two dimensional domains if f satisfies the conditions above. 
In Section I we prove some preliminary results like the local existence of 
classical solutions, local existence and uniqueness of continuous solutions, 
and global existence of continuous solutions when f is bounded and of 
classical radial solutions when f is bounded together with its derivative. 
We want to point out that the existence results by Amann (see [l]) were 
not enough for our purposes as we needed u to be continuously differen- 
tiable up to t = 0. 
W. Walter obtained in [6] conditions on f that warranted finite time 
blow up for large initial data and global existence for small ones. His 
results involved the integrability at infinity of l/ff’. But he does not get a 
condition on f that gives finite time blow up for any initial datum. 
Other results related to ours are the already quoted paper by Levine and 
Payne [S] and the one by Levine [4] where he studies Burguer’s equation 
under a nonlinear boundary condition and obtains some new results on the 
one dimensional heat equation as a byproduct. 
No results on localization of blow up points seem to be known in this 
context. 
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I. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
In this section we prove some results on local and global existence and 
uniqueness of continuous and classical solutions to (0.1). We need these 
results in the next sections and state them here because they cannot be 
found elsewhere. 
We also prove some comparison results and estimates on U, and U, for 
classical positive solutions and show that solutions with nonnegative initial 
data are indeed positive. 
We start with the existence results. Let us first introduce some function 
spaces. 
c2+rr,1+or/2(QT) is the Banach space of function w(x, t) which are 
continuous in er together with their first derivatives w,, and w, and their 
second spatial derivatives w,,,, and satisfy for Ix -x’( < 1, It- t’j < 1, 
Iw,,(x, t) - W.&(X, t’)l < ci It- t’l(‘+a)‘* i = 1, .**, n 
Iwt(x, t)-WW, t’)l sC,+l((X-x’lr+ It-l’lQ) 
l~xkx,(x’ o-W,,,,(X’, t’)l <C/JJx-x’lE+ It-t’\“‘*) k, j= 1, . . . . n. 
(1.1) 
Let 
&=rnQy Iwl; ci=moy IW,,I i=l n , ..*, 
en+,= ma”;” 14 and ckj = may kkx,I k, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Then 
Id 2+a= max 
i=l,1n+l 
lci, ckj, co, ci, ckj), 
k,j= I ,T~ 
where the maximum is taken among the smallest constants that satisfy 
(1.1). 
C’ +a,(1 +‘)“(Q,) is defined in a similar way as the space of functions 
which are continuous in Q, together with their first spatial derivatives and 
satisfy for Jx - x’J G 1, It - t’( < 1, 
( 
IW(X,t)-w(X,t’)l~c~(t-t’J(1+~)‘2 
Iw,,(x, t) - W&(X’, t’)l < Ci( lx - x’loL + lt - tqq i = 1, . . . . n. (1.2) 
The norm of w  in this space 1 WI , + r is defined in a similar way. 
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cl +-A(1 ‘“‘/2(S,) is the space of functions defined on s, which are restric- 
tions of functions belonging to C’+‘*(’ +a)‘2(&T) with the norm 
IMI 1+a =inf{JwJ,+,: WEC l+aJ’+y&), wJsr=u}. 
Finally, C2+a(Q) is the space of functions w  = w(x) which are continuous 
together with their first derivatives, whose second derivatives are Holder 
continuous of order CI in 0. 
The norm IIwII~+~ is defined as in the case of the space C2+a,1+a’2(QT). 
We will make use of the following result (see [3], Chap. 5, Theorem 5.3): 
THEOREM 1.0. Let 52 be a bounded domain with C2+’ boundary. Let 
gE C1+sr,(‘+“)‘2(sT) and uOe C2+a(f2) be such that 
au0 
- = g(x, 0) 
aq 
on asz, (1.3) 
where alan is the outward normal derivative. There exists a unique solution 
w  E C2 +a3 ’ i al2(Q,) to the problem 
(w,-Aw=O inQT, 
(w(x,0)=24, insZ. 
Moreover, there exists a constant C independent of g and u. such that 
Iwl 2+a~~c(lI~oll2+z+ 118ll1.~). (1.5) 
We are now ready to prove the local existence of classical solutions to 
(0.1). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let Sz be a bounded domain with C2 + OL boundary. Let 
JR-R be of class Cl+’ and let u. E C2 + “(0) be such that 
$=f(u,, 0naQ. (l-6) 
There exists T > 0 such that problem (0.1) admits a solution 
UE C2+%I+a/2(QT)* 
ProoJ: We will make use of a fixed point argument. Let 
uEC’+%(‘+~)/+=& b e such that u(x, 0) = uo(x) in Q. Then, the functions 
u. and g(x, t) =f(u(x, t)) satisfy condition (1.3). Also gg C’ +‘,(r +a)‘2(Qr). 
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In fact, let Ma (~l,+~, 
If(4XY t))l G If( + IIf’llL”[-M,M, II4I,=, (1.7) 
If(u(x> t))-f(uk 011 G Ilf’ll~=~-~,,w~ M,+r If- t’l(1+a)‘2, (1.8) 
If’(4-? ~))u.x,(x, t)l d Ilf’IlL”[-M,M] lI~x,/lL”~ (1.9) 
If’(4% t)b,(x, t) -f’(W, f)b,(x’, 01 
G If’(u(x, t)) -f’(uW, t’))l b&,(X? t)l 
+ If’(u(x’, t’))l lu,&, t) - U&(X’, ?‘)I 
Q Ilf’llc~C--M.M, II%IlL” blG;+, (lx-x’l + lt--‘l(1+a)‘2)a 
+ Ilf’llP-M,M, 14,+a (lx--‘lc(+ Ir--‘lil’*) 
G llfll c’+y-M,M] (14 I+a+ lul:;“,)(lx-x’lm+ It-t’lx’2). (1.10) 
Let w  be the unique solution to problem (1.4). Then, 
I4 2+or~w40112+r+ If(u)l1+,). (1.11) 
Let us call Au= w. We will prove that A has a fixed point in 
C1+a*(1+a)/2(QT) if T is small. Let us first prove that A sends bounded 
sets into relatively compact sets of C’+‘,(l +r)‘2(Q.). In fact, let 
B c C’+“,(’ +‘)12(QT) be bounded and let M > 0 be a bound of 1~1, + a for 
u in B. Inequalities (1.7) through ( 1.11) imply that there exists fi > 0 such 
that u in B implies (Au1 2+a<fi. As bounded sets in C2+or,1+cr’2(Q, are 
relatively compact in C’ + ‘,(’ + ‘)” (&), this is true for the image by A of B. 
We claim that A is continuous. In fact let u,, + u in C’ +‘,(l+ “‘“(Dr.). As 
Au, is relatively compact we just have to see that Au is its only point of 
accumulation. Let u be such a point. There exists a subsequence u,, such 
that Au,. + 0 in C’ +‘,(l+‘)/* (QT). Thus u is a solution of 
(v,-Au=0 in QT 
on S, 
(u(x, 0) = uo(x) in Q. 
By uniqueness u E C2+“*i+“*(QT) and u = Au. 
In order to apply the Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem we just have 
to prove that if T is small enough, M 2 2 II u,,(I 2 + 1, and 
B= {u~C’+~,(~+~)‘~(~~)s.t. l~l~+~<Mandu(x,O)=u,(x)}, 
then AB c B. 
Let fi> 0 be such hat u in B implies /Au1 2 + oL < fi. Let u E B and w  = Au. 
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Then 
I+, t)l 6 b,(x)l+ llwIJl~~<;+ Tfi, 
Iw(x,t)-w(x, t’)l < JIw,IJLm If-c’l ~T(1-a)‘2~If-t’l(1+a)‘2, 
(w,,(x, t)l < Iuox,(x)I + Iwl*+cl c(l+a)%$+ T(‘+“)‘*fi, 
Iw,,(x, t)-w,(x, t’)l <JwI~+~ It-f’l(‘+“)‘2~T”Z~(f-r’l’i2. 








It is clear from inequalities (1.12) through (1.16) that we can choose T 
sufficiently small as to have 
IW,+,GM for ME B. 
Thus ABc B and A has a fixed point in B. 
Now if u is a fixed point of A, UE C2foY’+CL’2(&) and it is a solution of 
(0.1). 
Let us now study the radial case in more detail. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let d = B, = {XE R” : 1x1 CR}. Let f~ C’(R) and let 
U,,E C’+“(B,) b e radially symmetric and satisfy (1.6). Then if T is small 
enough there exists a solution u E C’+‘,’ +a’2(&) of (0.1). Moreover u is 
radial. 
If f is bounded in C’(R), there exists a solution for any T> 0. 
Proof: Our first observation is that if in Theorem 1.0 u0 is radial and 
g is independent of x (0 = BR), then the solution w  is radial. This is the 
consequence of the uniqueness and the rotation invariance of problem (1.4) 
in this case. 
We make use of a fixed point argument similar to that of Theorem 1.1. 
We work with the subset of C ’ +arS(’ +a)‘2(ST) of functions which do not 
depend on x which we associate to C” +‘)“[O, T]. So, for each 
UE C(‘+a)‘2[0, T] such that zi(O)=u,(R), let w  be the solution to problem 
(1.4) with g(x, t)=f(ti(t)), x62,. Then w  = w(r, t). Let us call Ai the 
restriction of w  to S,, that is A(t) = w(R, t). 
We claim that for T small enough d has a fixed point in C(‘+‘)/*[O, T]. 
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The proof that d is a compact operator is the same as the one for A. In 
order to see that for T small enough, M > 2 ([z+,lj 2 + ~ and 
B={isC (1 +93-j, T-J; ii(O) = u,(R); II4 ~,+a),Z~w~ 
ABc B, we make use of inequalities (1.5), (1.7), (1.8), (1.12), and (1.13). 
Let us now suppose that f is bounded in C’(R). In this case if 
c2 IlfIIC~(R)~ inequalities (1.7) and (1.8) give 
llf(4ll(I +cry2 G If( + c lI4I(, +a)/2. 
Thus by inequality (1.5) with g=f(ti), 
I4 2+a~C{lI~0112+a+ I.m)l +c IIf41(1+~),2~~ 




By inequalities (1.12) and (1.13), 
It is clear that there exists T> 0 independent of M (we can suppose 
M > If(O)1 ) such that ii E B implies dU E B. Thus, A has a fixed point in B. 
Let w  be the solution of (1.4) with g =f(ti). By construction of the operator 
A we have w( R, t) = ii(t). Thus, w  is a solution of (0.1) in C*+‘,’ +ai2( 0.). 
As T is independent of uO, there exists a global solution. 
For the sake of completeness we will state here and sketch the proof 
of local and global existence and local uniquenes results of continuous 
solutions that essentially can be found in [2]. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let Sz be a bounded domain with boundary of class C’ fr*. 
Let u E C’(a) and f E C(R). For T small enough there exists u E C(&) such 
that there exists au/a? on S, and u is a solution of (0.1) . 
Zf f is bounded in C(R), there exists a global solution. 
Moreover, iff E C’(R), there is a unique maximal solution. 
Proof For the local existence result we refer to [2, Chap. 7, 
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Theorem 13 and Corollary J. We want to remark that this is a global exist- 
ence result for f strictly decreasing. This hypothesis on f is only used in 
order to prove that a solution of (0.1) is a priori bounded on QT for any 
T>O. 
This is of course not our case. But the fixed point argument in [2] can 
be done without a priori estimates because if I(u/[~~ GM and T is small 
enough, ll4l Lco GM. This follows from the explicit formulas for Au and 
the bounds of the fundamental solution. 
A similar argument was used in [4]. 
If f~ C’(R) or even locally Lipschitz continuous one can see from the 
explicit formulas for Au that A is a strict contraction map on the ball of 
radius M in C(QT) as long as T is small enough. 
So in this case the fixed point is unique and therefore local uniqueness 
of continuous solutions to (0.1) follows. 
Finally, iff is bounded in C(R) the argument in [2] follows directly and 
we get global existence. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let u E C(ii! x [0, T)) with u(x, 0) E C’(a) be the maxi- 
mal so~~ijon to (0.1) aide f E C”(R). 1f T< 03, 
Proof: If It~(~y f)llLm~ant were bounded, there would exist M> 0 such 
that lu(x, t)/ GM in QT. Let f bounded in C’(R) be such that j’(s) =f(s) 
if /sI < M+ 1. 
Let T> T and let UE C(&) be a solution of (O-l), with T replaced by T 
and f by J By construction u is a solution of (0.1) in QT with f replaced 
by J By uniqueness u = ii in Q,. Thus llsl i M in QT. By continuity there 
exists 6 > 0 such that lUl< Mi- 1 in QT+&. Thus, U is a solution of (0.1) in 
Q T+ s with f instead ofx This contradicts the fact that u was the maximal 
solution. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let 52 = B,, u,, = uO(r) E C”’ ‘(BR), f E C’(R) such that 
ahdar =f (4 f or r = R. Ler u = u(r, t) be the maximal solution of (0.1) in 
the chzss C2+ay’+a12(BR x [0, T)). If T< (13, 
lim sup ju(R, t)[ = i-co. 
ttT 
Prooj The proof follows the same lines as above. The only difference 
is that it uses the global existence of radial classical solutions when f is 
bounded in C’(R). 
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We now prove that solutions with nonnegative initial data are indeed 
positive. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let Sz be a bounded domain with C’ + ’ boundary. Let 
f E C’(R) with f (u) > 0 for u > 0. Let u,, E C’(Q) and u the maximal solution 
to (0.1) in the class C(fi x [0, T)). Zf zq, 2 0 in Q, u > 0 in 0 x [0, T). 
Proof: First we prove that ~20. Let 6 > 0 and let M> IIuII~~(~~-~). Let 
3 bounded in C’(R) be such that f(s) =f (s) for 0 <s < M + 1 and 3> 0 in 
R\(O). Let ii be the (global) solution to (0.1) with f replaced by J We 
claim that ii > 0. In fact suppose ii attained a negative minimum in QT- 6. 
As it is a solution of the heat equation it should be attained at a boundary 
point. As u,>,O there should exist X~E 8~2, to >O such that 
ii(x,, to) = minBTma G. We have 
0 2 $ (x0, to) =fG(xo, to)) > 0. 
This is a contradiction and thus ii >, 0. 
We claim that ii=u in oTP6. If not, let O<r,< T-6 be such that fi=u 
in &,. By continuity, ii < M + 1 in Q,, + E. Thus, 3(G) = f (ii) in QT, + E. By 
uniqueness ii = u in QrO+ E. Therefore, ii = u in QT- 6. 
Thusu~OinQ~~,.Weclaimthatu~Oin~x(O,T-6).Infactshould 
u become zero on (x,, t,,)E STe6 it would be a minimum of u on 
Qx (0, T-6). Thus (&/a~)( x,,, to) <O ((x,, to) satisfies the tangent ball 
condition). On the other hand 
Thus u > 0 on S,- 6. As u is a solution of he heat equation it cannot attain 
interior minimum without being constant. Therefore u > 0 in 0 x (0, T- 6). 
As 6 > 0 is arbitrary u > 0 in a x (0, T). 
Now we prove a comparison result. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let USE C(Q x [0, T,)), i= 1, 2 be solutions of (0.1) 
with initial data up and boundary condition given by the functions fi. Let us 
suppose that fi >fi, uy> u: in 0. Zf fi or fi are strictly increasing, then 
u,>u* in ax [O,min(T,, T,)). 
Proof. Let 0 < 6 < infn(uy - uy). Suppose there exists (x,, to) such that 
(ur - u,)(x,, to) < 6. By continuity there exists r > 0 such that 
(u, -uz)(x, t)>6 in 0x [0, r) and (ui -uz)(xi, r) =6 for some point 
x1 E Q. As u1 - u2 is a solution of the heat equation, we may suppose that 
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X, E 22. Thus (I(~ - u,)(x, r) attains a minimum at x1 E XI and we have 
(we suppose here f2 is strictly increasing) 
because u,(xr , z) - (u2(x,, z) = 6 > 0. 
Therefore u,-u,>6 for any 6 < infD(@ - u:). This is, 
U, - u2 2 infc( uy - u:) > 0. 
Finally we prove some minimum principles for both U, and u,. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 24 E C2 + ap 1 + or’2 B ( x [O, T)) be a solution of (0.1). Zf 
Au,>a>O in f? then Au>a in fix [0, T). 
ProoJ: Let 0 -C b -C a. There exists .sO > 0 such that E < s0 implies 
u(x, E) > u(x, 0) + be. 
Let u,(x, t) = u(x, t + E)- be. u, is a solution of the heat equation in 
Sz x (0, T--E), 
4(x, 0) > 4x9 0) in Q, 
and 
2(x, I)==$X, t+E)=f(U(X, I+&)) 
=f(u,(x, t) + b&J >f(u,(x, f)). 
Thus, 
%(X, t) > 4-T 2) in D x (0, T-E). 
This implies that U, > b in 0 x [0, T). As b< a is arbitrary, 
Au=u,>a in B x [0, T). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let f2 = BR(0). Let f E C’(R) be such that f (u) > 0 for 
u>O. Let u”=uo(r)EC2+a(BR) b e radially symmetric and nonnegative and 
such that 
um =f (u0u9). 
505/92/2-M 
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Let UE C2+a,1+1/2(8R x [0, T)) be the maximal solution to (0.1). Let 120 
be such that uy 2 - 1 in BR. Then 
u,B -1 in BR x [0, T). 





in B, x (0, T) 
w =f(u) on 8B, x (0, T) (1.17) 
w(x, 0) = u;(x) in B,. 
Suppose w(x, t) < -A somewhere in B, x [0, T-S]. Let (x,, to) be such 
that w(xO, to) in a minimum of w  in B, x [0, T-61 and w(xO, t,)< -1. 
Then t,>O. If (x0( <R, 
Thus. 
wt(xo, to) 6 0, Aw(x,, to) >, 0. 
(n-1) 0 2 wt(x, to) - Aw(x,, to) = - yz w(x,, to) > 0. 
If JxJ = R, 
0 > WC%, to) =f(uGk, to)) > 0. 
This is a contradiction and therefore 
u,(x, t) = w(x, t) 2 -/I. 
II. LOCALIZATION OF BLOW UP POINTS 
In this section we consider radially symmetric positive classical solutions 
to problem (0.1) when S2 = B,. We prove that blow up may occur only at 
the boundary. 
We start with the radially increasing case. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let f~ C’(R) be strictly increasing, convex, and 
positive in R+. Let l/f be integrable at infinity and for u>O, 
G(u) = ju+“‘f&; H=G-‘. (2.1) 
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Let u E CZfu,’ +@(BR x [0, T)) be a positive maximal radial sorption to 
(0.1). Let u(r, 0) be nondecreasing. There exists a smooth function 
g: [0, R] + R + such that g(R) > 0 and 
u(r, W’-o~ff n(W). 
Thus u(r, t) remains bounded in time for every r c R. 
Proof Let g: CO, R] + R + smooth nondecreasing convex with g(0) = 0 




Let v(r, t)=g(r)f(u(r, t)) and w(r, t)=~,(p; t). We prove that w2v in 
B, x (0, T). In fact, WE Cm(&) u C(B, x [0, T)) is a solution to (1.17). 
On the other hand u satisties 
du- u,=f(u)dg+ 2f’(u)u,g’ff”(u)gu~ 
=f(u) dg 4” 2f’fu) g’w +f”(u) gw? 
u(R, t) df(u(R, t)) = W, t), 
because g(R) < 1 by construction. Also v(r, 0) < w(r, 0) by construction. 
Suppose there exists (r,, to) such that (v- w)(rO, to) is a positive maxi- 
mum of u-w in &m-6. Certainly 0 < r0 < R and to > 0. So we have 
4u--w)(ro, td<O, (u-w), (ro, td20. 
ThUS, 
0 2 40 - w)h, to) - (0 - WI, tro, to) 
=f(U)dg+2f’(u)g’W+f”(u)gW*-~w. 
As w(ro, to) < u(ro, to) =g(ro)ft4ro, to)), f’, f” 3 0, g, g’> 0, w = u, 2 0, 
0 >f(u) 4 - ~,f(u)=/(.)(g~~+~,~-~,) 
>f(u) n-l g’(r,) - 
( 
g&l!?! 20 
r. r0 > 
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because f(u) > 0, g(0) = 0, and g is convex. This is a contradiction. Thus, 
u < w. This is 
g(r)f(u(r, t)) G ur(r, t), r<R, O<t<T-6 
for any 6 > 0 and so, 




We get now a similar result for the case in which u0 is not necessarily 
increasing. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let f as in Proposition 2.1 with f(0) = 0. Let u as in 
Proposition 2.1 with u(r, 0) not necessarily increasing. Then u(r, t) remains 
bounded in time for every r c R. 
Proof Let Ia 0 be such that ub b -A. Then U, > --I in BR x [0, T). 
Let T(u)=f(u-AR), w(r, t)=u,(r, t)+A and u(r, t)=g(r)y(u(r, t)+Ar) 
where g: [0, R] + R+ is smooth, convex, g(0) = 0, 0 <g(R) < 1, and 
ub + I 
g(r) ‘.f(u, + Ar)’ 
We have 
w(R, t) = u,(R, t) + A =f (u(R, t)) + A 
>j%4R, t) + AR) g(R) = V, t), 
and u(r, 0) < w(r, 0). As ~(0, t) = 1> ~(0, t) = 0 if (u - w) had a positive 
maximum at (rO, to) we would have 0 < r0 c R, to> 0 and so as 
0 < w(ro, to) < 4ro, to) = g(rdf@ + J,rd, 
0 > 40 - w)(ro, to) - (u - w), (ro, LJ 
>f(u + ho) dg + 27’(u + Are) g’(rJ w 
+3”(24 + h,) gw* - 73(u + Ard g(rd 
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As g(rO)y(u + Ir,) > 0 we deduce that u + ilr, > JR and so T’(u + Ir,), 
r”( u + Ir,) 2 0. Thus 
This is a contradiction and thus 
g(r) f(u(r, t) + nr) G u,(r, t) + 2 
which gives 
with Has in (2.1). 
III. BLOW UP RESULTS 
In this section we prove some blow up results for problem (0.1). We find 
that blow up occurs in finite time in the case 52 = B, for any continuous 
initial datum u,, 2 0 and any increasing function f such that f(u) > 0 for 
u>O and l/f is integrable at infinity. 
Also we study the case of bounded simply connected two dimensional 
domains via conformal mappings and prove that blow up occurs under the 
hypothesis above. 
We start with the radially symmetric, radially increasing case. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let f e C’(R) be non&creasing with f (u) > 0 for u > 0 
and l/f integrable at infinity. Let u0 = u,,(r) E C”“(B,) for some 0 < tl < 1 
be such that Se, q,(x) dx > 0 and satisfies the compatibility condition 
Zf u0 is nondecreasing and u E C2+a,1+OL/2(BR x [0, T)) is the maximal solu- 
tion to (O.l), T is finite and 
lim sup (u(R, t)] = + co. 
r tT 
Proof: By hypothesis u, > 0. Let m(t) = Se, u(x, t) dx. 
Let a,-, be the measure of the unite sphere. Let us compute the 
derivative of m(t): 
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m’(t) = s,, ut(x, t) dx = jBR du(x, t) dx = j-zR u,(x, t) do 
=w,-,R”-‘u,(R, t)=w,-lR”P’f(u(R, t)) 
Let A = w, _ 1 R”- ‘, B = n/w, ~, R” = n/AR. Then m’(t) 2 Aj( Bm( t)). 
As m(0) > 0 and f(u) > 0 for u > 0, m’(t) > 0 and thus m(t) > 0 for 
every t. Therefore, m’(t)/‘( Bm(t)) 2 A. Integrating from 0 to t, jb m’(s)/ 
f( Bm(s)) 2 At. Thus, 
that is, 
G(Bm(O))-G(Bm(t))+, 
where G is the function defined in (2.1). Thus, we get 
m(L)+ G(Bm(O))-;t , 
> 
with H=G-‘. Let T= (R/n)G(Bm(O)). As H(G(Bm(O))-(n/R)t)+ 
+oo(t/* T) we deduce that T< T. 
Should u(R, t) stay bounded for t < T, it would be possible to extend u 
beyond t = T as a classical solution to (O.l), which contradicts the fact that 
u was the maximal solution. Thus, 
limsup lu(R, t)l = +a. 
f/‘T 
Let us now relax our hypothesis on u,-, andf: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let f~ C(R) be nondecreasing with f(u) > 0 for u > 0 
and l/f integrable at infinity. Let u E C(B, x [0, T)) be a positive maximal 
solution to problem (0.1). Then T is finite and thus if f~ C’(R) and 
u(x, 0) E C”(B,), 
limsupllu(~,t)ll.~,,,,= +a. 
I /T  
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Proof: Let 7~ C’(R) be strictly increasing, T(U) > 0 for u > 0 with lfl 
integrable at infinity, and faz in R +. As U(X, t) > 0 in BR x (0, T), given 
r > 0 there exists 0 -K y < infg, u(x, t). We claim that there exists u0 such 
that 0 < u0 <y, q,~ C”“(B,), u,,(x) = h(lxl) with h nondecreasing and 
h’(R)=f(h(R)). In fact, let w  smooth satisfy 
w(0) = 0, w  linear near the origin, 
w(R) =7(y 1, 
w(r) > 0, 
s 
R 
w d y. 
0 
Then h(r) = y - fp w(s) ds satisfies all the properties above. 
Let u E C2+ aTi+ “2(BR x [O, F)) be the maximal classical solution to (0.1) 
with u(x, 0) = uo(x) and f replaced by 3 By Proposition 3.1 T is finite and 
lim sup o(R, t) = + cc. 
rt7’ 
As u. < U(X, t), f<f, f strictly increasing by Proposition 1.2, 
u(x, t) < u(x, t + z). Thus, Tg p+ r < co, and therefore if f~ C’(R) and 
u(x, 0) E C’(B,) by Corollary 1.1, 
lim sup IIu( ., t)(J.m(,,j = + co. 
tPT 
Remark 3.1. It is clear that we can ask u. to satisfy duoa a for some 
positive constant a. 
Remark 3.2. Propositions 3.1 and 3.2 remain valid if we replace 
problem (0.1) by the problem 
f-u,- aAu=O in B, x (0, T), 
(u(x, 0) = uo(x) in B,, 
for some positive constants a and j?. 
In order to get blow up in finite time for any bounded simply connected 
two dimensional smooth domain and any nonnegative continuous initial 
datum no we need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let f be strictly increasing. Letfbe nondecreasing with f>f. 
Let u be a positive continuous solution to (3.1) with Au 20. Let 
v E C(i?, x [0, T)) be a solution of 
(v,-M(X) Au=0 in B,x(O, T), 
P(x) g =3(u) on CR x (0, T), (3.2) 
bk 0) = ‘b(x) in B,, 
with q, > uO, a(x) 2 cc, p(x) 6 B. Then, 
u(x, t) G u(x, t) in B, x (0, T). 
Proof: As Au>O, 
u,--(x) Au<u,-aAu=O. 
As u is positive, u, is positive on S, and thus, 
Also, 
B(x)u,(x, t)=JMx, t))2f(dx, t)), 
Therefore u < v. The proof follows the same lines as the one of Proposi- 
tion 1.2. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let f be continuous, nondecreasing with j’(u) > 0 for 
u > 0 and lf’integrable at infinity. Let v E C(8, x [0, T)) be a positive maxi- 
mal solution to (3.2). Then T< co. 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.2. We just have to 
choose a smooth strictly increasing function f such that f>f, f(u) > 0 for 
u > 0 and l/f integrable at infinity, and a smooth function u,,= u,,(r), 
0 < u0 < infsR v(x, 5) for z > 0 fixed, satisfying 
‘4w =f (u,(R)) 
and such that Au0 > a for some positive constant a. 
Finally, let us state our blow up result for smooth bounded simply 
connected two dimensional domains. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let Sz c R2 be a C’ +’ bounded simply connected 
domain. Let f E C(R), nondecreasing, f(u) > 0 for u > 0 and l/f integrable at 
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infinity. Let u E C(Q x [O, T)) be a maximal positive solution to (0, 1). Then 
T is finite. Zff~ C’(R) and u(x, 0) E C’(0) we deduce that 
lim sup Ilu( ., t)llLm(dR) = + 00. 
tTT 
Proof Let g: 0 + 4 = {(x, y): x2 +y2 < 1) be a conformal mapping. 
Let 
F(<, II) := Jk,, gz) JCL v) =d,+d,; (5, VW. 
For (x, y) ED, let tl(x, v) = F(g-‘(x, y)) and v(x, y, t) = u(g-‘(x, y), t). 
Then v E C(a x [0, T)) is a positive solution to 
vt-a(x, y)dv=O in D x (0, T), 
00, Y)Vr =f(v) on dD x (0, T), 
v(x, YT 0) = UOW(X~ Y)) in D. 
As there exist U, p > 0 such that ~1 G a(x, y) <j? by Corollary 3.1 T is finite. 
By the continuation results of Section I, iffe C’(R) and u(x, 0) E C’(D), 
lim SUP II( ., t)llLa(ao) = + a. 
IPT 
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